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ABSTRACT
Statementst transitively depends on statementst seed if the execu-
tion of st seed may affect the execution ofst . Computing transitive
program dependences is a fundamental operation in many automatic
software analysis tools. Existing tools find it challengingto compute
transitive dependences for programs manipulating large aggregate
structure variables, and their limitations adversely affect analysis
of certain important classes of software systems, e.g., large-scale
enterprise resource planning(ERP) systems.

This paper presents an efficient conservative interprocedural static
analysis algorithm for computing field-sensitive transitive program
dependences in the presence of large aggregate structure variables.
Our key insight is that program dependences coming from opera-
tions on whole substructures can be precisely (i.e., field-sensitively)
represented at the granularity of substructures instead ofindividual
fields. Technically, we adapt the interval domain to concisely record
dependences betweenmultiplepairs of fields of aggregate structure
variables by exploiting the fields’ spatial arrangement.

Weprovethat our algorithm is as precise as any algorithm which
works at the granularity of individual fields, the most-precise known
approach for this problem. Our empirical study, in which we ana-
lyzed industrialERP programs with over 100,000 lines of code in
average, shows significant improvements in both the runningtimes
and memory consumption over existing approaches: The baseline is
an efficient field-insensitivewhole-structurethat incurs a 62% false
error rate. Anatomization-based algorithm, which disassemble ev-
ery aggregate structure variable into the collection of itsindividual
fields, can remove all these false errors at the cost of doubling the
average analysis time, from 30 to 60 minutes. In contrast, our new
precise algorithm removes all false errors by increasing the time
only to 35 minutes. In terms of memory consumption, our algo-
rithm increases the footprint by less than 10%, compared to 50%
overhead of the atomizing algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:D.2.4 [SOFTWARE ENGI-
NEERING]: Software/Program Verification

General Terms: Verification

Keywords: ADAS, Aggregate structure variables, ERP, Field-
sensitivity, Transitive program dependences
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1. INTRODUCTION
A statementst has animmediate program dependenceon a state-

mentst seed if the content of a memory location assigned byst seed
affects either the value computed byst or whetherst is executed
at all. A statementst has atransitive program dependenceon a
statementstseed if st andst seed are in the transitive closure of the
immediate program dependence relation. Computing transitive pro-
gram dependences is a fundamental operation in many software
understanding and manipulation tools. These tools providevalu-
able mechanized support for the practicing software engineer. For
example, transitive program dependences are used in tools for pro-
gram maintenance [7, 8], debugging [18], testing [4, 3], semantic
differencing [11], slicing [32, 14], reuse [22], and merging [13].

The problem of computing transitive program dependences has
been extensively studied. Most of the advances in the efficiency
and precision of the analysis come from improving the analysis’
context sensitivity, i.e., its treatment of procedure calls (see, e.g., [27,
28]) andobject-field sensitivity, i.e., its treatment of dynamically
dispatched methods in object-oriented programs (see, e.g., [29]).
In contrast, the problem of improving the analysis’field-sensitivity,
i.e., its treatment oflarge aggregate structure variables1 has not
received much attention. This is rather unfortunate because, as we
have found in our extensive empirical study, imprecise or costly
handling of fields in aggregate structure variables may haveadverse
effect on the quality of the analysis’ results and its applicability
to certain classes of important software systems, e.g., large-scale
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.

There are two known approaches for computing program depen-
dences for programs manipulating large aggregate structure vari-
ables. Thewhole structure(WS) approach [23, 19, 20] treats the
whole structure as a single variable of a primitive type. Intuitively,
it handles a read statement from a fieldf of a structure variablev
as if it may read from any of the fields ofv, and a write statement
to a fieldf of v as if it may write to any field ofv. Theatomization
(ATOM ) approach [26, 21] reduces the field-sensitive dependence
problem into a dependence problem for programs without aggregate
structures by disassembling aggregate structures to theirprimitive
components. Unfortunately, in our experimental study, in which
we analyzed industrialERP programs with over 100,000 lines of
code in average, we found theWS approach to be efficient but im-
precise and theATOM approach to be precise but inefficient. (See
Sections 2 and 8.)

In this paper we presentADAS, an interprocedural static anal-
ysis algorithm for computing field-sensitive transitive program de-
pendences in the presence of large aggregate structure variables.
(ADAS stands forAggregate Dependence via Arrangement Seg-

1By a large aggregate structure variable, we mean a record variable
which contains dozens, or even hundreds, of fields.



ments.) In our experiments, we found thatADAS has comparable
cost to theWSapproach. In [17], we prove thatADAS provides the
same precision as theATOM approach.

Our key insight is that program dependences coming from opera-
tions on whole substructures can be precisely (i.e., field-sensitively)
represented at the granularity of substructures instead ofindividual
fields. The key reason for the efficiency ofADAS is the use of an
interval-like abstract domain which allows to accurately record de-
pendences between multiple pairs of (adjacent) fields in a concise
manner.

ADAS works in two stages. In the first stage, it computes arange-
labeled program dependence graph. A program dependence graph
(PDG) is a graph whose nodes are the program statements and its
edges represent immediate program dependences. In existing de-
pendence analyses, a program dependence representing adata flow
from st1 to st2, means that the value of the variable defined in state-
mentst1 , denoted bydef (st1 ), may be used in statementst2 . The
labels used byADAS allow to refine this information by recording
on every edge the fields of variabledef (st1 ) which get defined in
st1 and may be used inst2. In the second stage,ADAS utilizes
the range labels to perform an efficient and precise computation of
transitive program dependences over the range-labeledPDG.

Example 1.1.Fig. 1(a) shows a program which is comprised
only of a sequence of assignments.2 The analysis goal is to compute
the transitive dependences on the variable defined in a specified
seed statement, which in this example is variableseed defined in
statementl1. In this example,ADAS accurately infers that field
b.g may (only) depend on field seed.f and that fieldb.f may (only)
depend on field seed.g.

Fig. 1(b) shows the range-labeledPDGof the program. We de-
note the edge emanating from, e.g., nodel1 (representing statement
l1 : seed:=exp) and entering nodel2 (representing statement
l2: a := seed), by l1 → l2. The range-label of edgel1 → l2

is ŝeed, which indicates that the whole value of variableseed is
defined in statementl1 andgets used in statementl2. We refer to
assignment statements in which whole aggregate structuresare as-
signed asBig L-valueoperations. For example, statementsl1 and
l2 are Big L-value operations.

The range-label of the edgel2 → l3 is â.f , which indicates that
only thef -field ofa is used in statementl3. Note thata.f is a part
of variablea whose entire value gets defined in statementl2.

The range-label of the edgel3 → l5 is î, which indicates that the
entire value of variablei is defined in statementl3 andgets used in
statementl5. (In this examplei is an integer variable, in general,i
may be an aggregate structure variable with dozens of fields.)

ADAS uses the range-labels to accurately and efficiently com-
pute transitive program dependences. For example, the dependence
〈ŝeed, ŝeed〉 at l2 is “generated” by the distinguished seed state-
ment. Its propagation over the edgel2 → l3 transforms it into
〈â.f , ŝeed.f〉, indicating that the fielda.f , which is used inl3,
may (only) depend on field seed.f . The latter dependence, when
propagated over edgel3 → l5, gets transformed into dependence
〈̂i, ŝeed.f〉, indicating that the value of variablei at l5 depends on
seed.f which allowsADAS to infer thatb.g may (only) depended
on seed.f .

We experimentally evaluated theADAS algorithm by comparing
its precision and cost with those of the known algorithms in the
2We discuss the treatment of control-flow statements, multiple as-
signments to the same variable, destructive updates, and procedure
invocations in the following sections.

context of an important software engineering application:helping
ERP engineers understand the impact of a change in the system’s
configuration database.3 We analyzed a variety of industrialERP
programs with over a 100,000 line of code in average. Our experi-
ments show thatin practiceADAS provides the same precision as
the most-precise known algorithm for this problem, with average
improvement of the running time by 43% and of the memory con-
sumption by 31%. These improvements enabled us to effectively
analyze programs that could not have been analyze using the known
approaches. (See Section 8.3).

Main Results.The main contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

• We presentADAS, a novel algorithm for computing program
dependences in the presence of large structure variables.

• We prove thatADAS is as precise as any algorithm based on
the atomization approach in [17].

• We implementedADAS insidePanayaIA, an industrial im-
pact analysis tool [6, 24], and successfully applied it to real-
life ERPprograms of over a million lines of code.

• Our extensive experimental evaluation, done in the contextof
an important engineering application, shows thatin practice
ADAS compares favorably with existing approaches.

We note that whileADAS is evaluated in the context ofERP
systems, the algorithm itself is of generic nature and is of value for
analyzing any program which uses aggregate structure variables.
(See Section 9).

Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes related work. Section 3 describes standard notionspertain-
ing to reaching definition analysis and program dependence graphs.
Section 4 states the field-sensitive dependence analysis research
problem. Section 5 describes our novel range-based reaching defini-
tion analysis. Sections 6 and 7 describe, respectively, theintrapro-
cedural and interprocedural aspects ofADAS. Section 8 describe
our experimental evaluation and Section 9 concludes.

We note that Sections 4-7 are written at a more formal level than
the other sections, and can be skipped on first read. Also, dueto
space reasons, proofs and several technical details have been omitted
from the paper and appear in [17].

2. RELATED WORK
Techniques for handling aggregate structures have been suggested

in the context of program dependence analysis (see, e.g., [12, 14,
15]) as well as in the context of pointer analysis (see, e.g.,[33,
10, 25]). Traditionally, these techniques have mainly focused on
analyzing pointer-based manipulation of aggregate structures in re-
cursive data structure and/or by recursive procedures. Forexample,
an efficient analysis which computes data flow dependences inthe
presence of heap pointers and recursive data structure is presented

3ERP systems are dominant in the world of business applications.
They are typically comprised of hundreds or thousands of programs,
where each program may contain over a million lines of code. One of
the key reasons for the success ofERPsystems is their modular de-
sign: Every business can add and customize pre-manufactured code
modules to meet its particular needs by, what amounts to, loading
configuration attributes into in-memory large aggregate structure
variables. These variables have an immense effect on the waythat
the system operates. For additional discussion onERPsystems, see
Section 8.1.



struct T1 {
int f
int g

}
T1 a, b
T1 d, seed, exp

int i,j

l1: seed := exp
l2: a := seed
l3: i := a.f
l4: j := a.g
l5: b.g := i
l6: b.f := j
l7: d := b

�� ��

�� ��l1: seed := exp

ŝeed
���� ��

�� ��l2: a := seed

â.f

��

â.g

ww

{〈ŝeed, ŝeed〉}

�� ��
�� ��l3: i := a.f

î

''

{〈â.f , ŝeed.f〉}

�� ��

�� ��l4: j := a.g

ĵ
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{〈â.g, ŝeed.g〉}
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�� ��l5: b.g := i

b̂.g
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{〈̂i, ŝeed.f〉}
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�� ��l6: b.f := j

b̂.f
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{〈ĵ, ŝeed.g〉}

�� ��
�� ��l7: d := b {〈b̂.f , ŝeed.g〉, 〈b̂.g, ŝeed.f〉}

int a_f, a_g
int b_f, b_g
int d_f, d_g
int seed_f, seed_g
int exp_f, exp_g

int i,j

l1.1: seed_f := exp_f
l1.2: seed_g := exp_g
l2.1: a_f := seed_f
l2.2: a_g := seed_g
l3: i := a_f
l4: j := a_g
l5: b_g := i
l6: b_f := j
l7.1: d_f := b_f
l7.2: d_g := b_g
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�� ��l1.1: seed_f := exp_f

**
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�� ��l1.2: seed_g := exp_g

tt
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�� ��l2.1: a_f := seed_f

++
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�� ��l2.2: a_g := seed_g

ss

�� ��
�� ��l3: i := a_f

))

�� ��

�� ��l4: j := a_g

uu

�� ��

�� ��l5: b_g := i

))

�� ��

�� ��l6: b_f := j

���� ��
�� ��l7.1: d_f := b_f

�� ��

�� ��l7.2: d_g := b_g

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: (a) a program manipulating fields, (b) its range-labeled PDG annotated with the dependences computed by theADAS
algorithm at every statement, (c) the atomized version of the program, and (d) the PDG of the atomized program

in [12]. Efficient analysis algorithms for handling procedures, es-
pecially recursive ones, are presented in works using theSystem
Dependence Graph[14, 15].

The two known approaches for handling (large) aggregate struc-
ture variables in the area of program dependence analysis are the
whole structure(WS) approach [23, 19, 20], and theatomization
(ATOM ) approach [21, 26], which have been described in Section 1.
The two approaches represent different tradeoffs between efficiency
and precision. The first one is efficient but not field sensitive. The
second one has opposite properties.

Example 2.1.Recall thatADAS successfully infers that atl7 in
Fig. 1 fieldb.g may (only) depend on field seed.f and that fieldb.f
may (only) depend on field seed.g.

In contrast, any algorithm based on the whole structure approach
would fail to infer such accurate information. Specifically, such
an algorithm can manage to compute that atl7 variable b may
depend onseed. However, the field dependence is not known.
Thus, the results of aWS-based algorithm would indicate afalse
may dependence of, e.g.,b.g onseed.g.

The atomization approach computes information at the same ac-
curacy level asADAS. It does so by transforming the original pro-
gram into the one shown in Fig. 1(c) and then performing standard
dependence analysis on thePDGof the transformed program, shown
in Fig. 1(d). Note that, in particular, every big L-value operation
(see Example 1.1) in whichk primitive fields are assigned is trans-
formed intok individual fields assignment operations.

As shown in Example 2.1, both approaches have drawbacks: the
whole structure approach can yield superfluous dependenceswhen
manipulating structure fields, while atomization approachmay be
too expensive on programs with large structures (due to the large
increase in the total number of variables and statements).

In our case study, different approaches for computing program
dependence are evaluated by integrating different analyses in an
industrial impact analysis tool. We applied the tool to large-scale
ERPprograms. These programs make extensive use of large aggre-

gate structure variables. We found that, for the programs that we
analyzed, using the known approaches is impractical.

We note that [26] suggests an interesting optimization for the
atomization approach. The main idea is to use a flow-insensitive
analysis that determines which fields need to be atomized. Inour
experimental evaluation, we have tested the applicabilityof this
suggestion in the context ofERP systems. Our evaluation of this
suggestion, described in Section 8.4, shows that this optimization is
not effective for large-scaleERPprograms.

3. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the standard notions of reaching

definitions, program dependence graphs, and system dependence
graphs.

Reaching definition is an iterative analysis over the control-flow
graph (CFG) of the program that tracks the possible last definition
point for each variable that may arise at execution of a program
label. The analysis starts with an empty set of reaching definitions
and tracks the effect of statements on the set of reaching definitions.
Essentially, the effect of a statementst on a set of reaching definition
is to remove some reaching definitions that are no longer trueand
to generate new ones (see, e.g., [2]).

A statementst usesresp.definesanaccess pathif the latter de-
notes an l-value which is read resp. written byst . This information
is extracted from the result of the reaching definition analysis.

A basic representation of data flow dependency is def-use
chains [23]. A def-use edge between statementst1 andst2 rep-
resents that during execution ofst1 some access-path is assigned
which may be (partially) used in the execution ofst2.

The program dependence graph(PDG) represents the data and
control dependences of a (single) procedure [30]. The nodesof the
graph are the statements. There are two types of edges: data and
control. Data dependence edges are the def-use edges computed
from a reaching definition analysis. Control dependence edges are
computed by post-domination on the control flow graph. Fig. 2
contains an example of a PDG (ignore for now the labels on the
edges) in which control edges are pictured as dotted edges. We



assume, without lose of generality that all control statements are
represented as a guarded statementsp?st′ wherest′ is executed
only whenp is evaluated to true. A control dependency between
st1 and (the necessarily guarded command)st2 represents thatst1
is a condition over a variablec which is the guard ofst2. Consider
the guarded command statement inl10 of the example. In the PDG
this statement is split into two nodes: one for the predicatep (node
l10.1) and one for the guarded statement itselfi := q (nodel10.2).
The outgoing edge ofl10.1 in the PDG is a control dependence edge.

A system dependence graph(SDG) represents the immediate pro-
gram dependence of a program containing procedures. TheSDG
of a program is comprised thePDGs of its procedures. ThePDGs
are connected together by call edges (which represent procedure
calls) and by parameter-in and parameter-out edges (which repre-
sent parameter passing and return values). TheSDG representation
is often used in inter-procedural dependence analysis [14,15].

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The goal of this work is to find in a precise and efficient mannerthe

field sensitive transitive dependencesin the presence of aggregate
structures withBig L-valueoperations. (Recall that Big L-value
operations are assignments to whole (sub)structures.)

Traditionally, given a control flow graph of a program, a noden is
flow dependenton a nodem if there exists a path in the control flow
in which the value assigned inm is directly used atn. Similarly,n
is transitively dependentonm if there exists a path in the control
flow graph in which the value assigned inm is indirectly used atn
(of course this is an over approximation since not all CFG paths are
feasible).

We extend the traditional definition tofield sensitive flow depen-
dent as follows: an access path, sayx.f , used at noden is field
sensitive flow dependenton an access paths.g assigned at nodem
if there exists a path in the control flow in which the value assigned
in m to s.g is directly used as the value ofx.f atn. Thus, the tradi-
tional flow-dependent relation is between statements whilethe field
sensitive flow dependent relation is between pairs of access-path
and statement.

There are several factors that complicate this definition inreal life
programming languages: pointers and dynamic allocations (e.g.,
[12]) , Big L-Values, and procedures (e.g., [14]). We defineField
Sensitive Transitive Dependenceas a transitive dependence which
handles precisely aggregate structures and Big L-values (without
pointers). Notice that Big L-values make the problem more complex
because flow dependences between statements are not transitive, i.e.,
it may be thatm is directly flow dependent onn andn is directly
flow dependent onp and yetm is not transitively flow dependent on
p. For example, statementl8 in Fig. 2 is flow dependent onl7 (the
use ofd.g1 is flow dependent on the definition ofd), andl7 is flow
dependent onl6 (the use ofc, in particular ofc.g2, is flow dependent
of the definition ofc.g2), yet their transitive closure yields a spurious
dependence ofd.g1 in l8 on the definition oft in l5.

5. RANGE-BASED REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we describe our range-based reaching definition

analysis. We say that arangeof a variable is a contiguous part of
the memory allocated to the variable. A range denoted byv[i, j]
represents the memory area ofv that starts with the i-th byte and
ends with including the j-th byte. A single range of an allocated
aggregate can be used to represent all fields that are allocated within
this range. For ease of presentation, we use the notionv̂ to denote
the whole range of a variablev andv̂.f to denote the range aligned
with thef field of v. A range needs not to be aligned with the fields

of an aggregate structure. For example consider the variable sd of
type T1 defined in Fig. 2 and assume each field is 4 bytes long. The
rangesd[0, 3] represents the fieldf1 of sd. We assume the fact that
an aggregate structure contains an ordered set of fields and every
field has a start and end offset, thus the rangesd[0, 7] represents the
fields f1, f2. We define a meet operation between ranges which
provides the maximal range that is in both ranges as follows:

v[x, y]∩v[x′
, y

′] =

{
v[max(x, x′),min(y, y′)] x ≤ y′ ∧ x′ ≤ y

∅ y < x′ ∨ y′ < x

Where∅denotes that there is no overlapping between the two ranges.
For example,̂sd.f1∩ ŝd.f2 = ∅. As we shall see, this operation is
used in filtering spurious dependence. Note that the meet operation
is defined for ranges of the same variable.

Given the notion of ranges we further simplify the programs and
assume that statements are over ranges:

• assignments are in the formv[x, y] = u[x′, y′],
• expressions evaluation (computation assignments) are in the

form v[x, y] = exp(u1[x1, y1], ..., un[xn, yn],
• guarded statementsp?st′, and
• goto statements.

We denote byV the set of variables in the program and byLABEL

the set of statements.

5.1 Range-Based Dependency
A dependenced = 〈v[x, y], seed[x′, y′], l, vd〉 implies that the

(partial) value ofv is transitively dependent on the (partial) value
of seedwhich was assigned at linel. The dependence is avalue
dependenceif vd is true and acomputational dependenceotherwise.

Value dependence means that the value assigned to the range
seed[x′, y′] is read from rangev[x, y]. Note that if the variable
v andseedare aggregate of the same type and the ranges are the
same, i.e.,x′ = x and y′ = y, and the range spans more than
one field,f1, ...fn then it implies thatv.fi is value dependent on
seed.fi. Note that if aggregate variables have hundreds of fields and
if most dependencies are contiguous (as happens when big L-value
operations are used) then this representation is much more efficient
than a naive representation based on individual fields.

A computational dependence comes either from acontrol de-
pendence, indicating that the value ofseedwas (transitively) used
as a control predicate for the (transitively) use of the value of v,
or from cases where the value ofseedwas (transitively) used at a
computational expression whichv is dependent on. In contrast to
value dependences, computational dependencesdo not imply that
if seed[x′, y′] includes fieldsf1, ...fn and v[x, y] includes fields
g1, ...gm then every fieldv.gi is dependent on every fieldv.fj for
j = 1, ...n.

5.2 Range Labeled PDG
We adjust the PDG to record fined-grained reaching definition.

Using a range based reaching definition analysis, labels areadded to
def-use edges that represent the range that is actually in use. This en-
ables handling of destructive updates (i.e., partial kill assignments)
accurately. For example, in Fig. 2 the two edges froml2 to l4 are
marked with the range of fielda.f1 anda.f3 because of statement
l3 that killsa.f2.

Range based Reaching Definition.We enhance the standard reach-
ing definitions to track reaching definitions of ranges. The do-
main for the analysis isΣ = RANGE → 2LABEL where
RANGE = V × INT × INT . The join operator is a set union
and the main transfer function is presented in Table 1 and explained
below. The goal is to track aggregate variables as a whole structure
and split into ranges only when needed. Handling assignments to



struct T1 {
int f1
int f2
T2 f3

}

struct T2 {
int g1
int g2

}

T1 exp,sd,a,b
T2 c,d,i,j,k,q
int kill,e,t
boolean p

l1: sd := exp
l2: a := sd
l3: a.f2 := kill
l4: b := a
l5: t := b.f1
l6: c.g2 := t
l7: d := c
l8: e := d.g1
l9: p := (d.g2 <> empty)
l10: p? i := q
l11: t := i.g1
l12: j.g2 := t
l13: k := j
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�� ��l2: a := sd

â.f1
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â.f2
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∅
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b̂.f1
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{〈â.f1, ŝd.f1, true〉, 〈â.f3, ŝd.f3, true〉}
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�� ��l5: t := b.f1

t̂
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{〈b̂.f1, ŝd.f1, true〉}
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�� ��l6: c.g2 := t

ĉ.g2
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{〈t̂, ŝd.f1, true〉}
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{〈ĉ.g2, ŝd.f1, true〉}
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�� ��l8: e := d.g1 ∅
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�� ��l9: p := (d.g2 <> empty)

p̂
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{〈d̂.g2, ŝd.f1, true〉}
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�� ��l10.1: p ?

ss

{〈p̂, ŝd.f1, false〉}
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�� ��l10.2: i := q

î.g1
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{〈q̂, ŝd.f1, false〉}
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�� ��l11: t := i.g1

t̂
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{〈̂i.g1, ŝd.f1, false〉}

�� ��

�� ��l12: j.g2 := t

ĵ.g2
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{〈t̂, ŝd.f1, false〉}
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�� ��l13: k := j {〈̂j.g2, ŝd.f1, false〉}

Figure 2: ADAS algorithm run example on PDG. The state next to each statement is a result of processing the incoming edges.
Guarded commands were split in order to accommodate controldependence edges.

a whole variablev is rather straightforward. Reaching definitions
on any range ofv are “killed” and a new reaching definition forv
is created. For example, the processing of statementl2 creates the
reaching definition{a 7→ {l2}}.

Handling assignments to fields requires some finesse as the def-
inition of v.f partially kills a prior definition tov. Assignments
to a whole variable define the whole structure and thus do not
create a “partial kill”. In the example, statementl2 defines the
whole structurea and the statement inl3 defines onlya.f2, par-
tially killing the previous definition toa. However, the previ-
ous reaching definition for ranges of the aggregate variablethat
were not killed are still valid and a new reaching definition only
to the range that was reassigned is generated. To accommo-
date this case, previous reaching definition of ranges that over-
laps with the assigned range are removed. Instead, up to three
new ranges are generated, as defined in Table 1. In our example,
the processing of statementl3 yields the following reaching defini-

tion: a[0, end(f1)] 7→ {l2}, a[start(f2), end(f2)] 7→ {l3}, and
a[start(f3), end(a)] 7→ {l2}.

Constructing the PDG.The reaching definition analysis computes
a set of possible reaching definition points for ranges at each state-
ment. Given this information, the range-labeled PDG is constructed.
For each statement,l2 and for each range in the reaching definition,
v[x, y] 7→ {l1}, that is (partially) used at the statement, an edge
from l1 to l2 is constructed. The label is the meet between the range
in the reaching definition and the range used in the statement: As-
sume the used range in statementl2 is v[x′, y′] and the reaching
definition is for rangev[x, y] then the label isv[x, y] ∩ v[x′, y′]. If
the meet operation is∅ then no edge is added as statementl2 does
not use the reaching definition ofv[x, y]. Control edges are added
to the range-labeled PDG as in the traditional PDG, without labels.



Statement Transfer function

(a) l : v[x, y] := ... σ[t[i, j] 7→ σ(t[i, j])|t 6= v ∨ (t = v ∧ (v[i, j] ∩ v[x, y] = ∅))] ∪

{v[x, y] 7→ {l}} ∪

{v[a, x− 1] 7→ l′|∀a, b : σ(v[a, b]) 7→ l′ ∧ (v[a, b] ∩ v[x, y] 6= ∅) ∧ a < x} ∪

{v[y + 1, b] 7→ l′|∀a, b : σ(v[a, b]) 7→ l′ ∧ (v[a, b] ∩ v[x, y] 6= ∅) ∧ y < b}

(b) l : v[0, end(v)] := ... σ[t[i, j] 7→ σ(t[i, j])|t 6= v] ∪ {v[0, end(v)] 7→ {l}}

Table 1: (a) The transfer function of the range reaching definition analysis whereσ ∈ Σ is the current state. (b) For clarity, a
simplified version for a whole variable assignment is presented although it is handled as any range assignment.

6. INTRAPROCEDURAL ANALYSIS
ThePDGcontains immediate dependences and a transitive func-

tion is needed to compute transitive flow dependences. However,
unlike the atomization approach or the whole structure approach
where the transitive relation is simple, for the interval-based anal-
ysis we need to handle cases where the reaching definition is on a
Big L-value. Consider the example of Fig. 2, when computing the
transitive flow dependences from statementl1 and from statement
l2 to l4, the additional reaching definition ofa.f2 is taken into ac-
count. Clearly, the transitivity of these two reaching definition is
valid for a.f1 but invalid fora.f2. As we shall see, while tracking
the transitive dependence, we keep track of the current range that
is of interest. In addition, the transitive computation needs to avoid
superfluous dependence. For example, consider the dependences
betweenl6 to l7 andl7 to l8. The analysis needs to infer that there is
no dependence betweenl6 andl8. This is further complicated when
nested fields are taken into account.

Our Approach. The ADAS algorithm is a chaotic iteration algo-
rithm over the range-labeled PDG. The domain is the set of allsets
of dependences

2〈RANGE×RANGE×LABLES×BOOL〉

whereRANGE = V × INT × INT is the set of all ranges.
A tuple 〈v[x, y], s[x′, y′], l, vd〉 corresponds to a dependence as
defined in Section 5.1: it implies that range[x, y] of variablev is
transitively dependent on the values assigned to range[x′, y′] of
the seed variables at linel. Furthermore, the dependence is a value
dependence ifvd is true and a computational dependence otherwise.
A dependence onv[x, y] computed in a state for a statementl′

implies that the statementl′ uses a range of the variablev, say
v[xu, yu]. However the dependent range can be a subrange of the
used range, i.e.,xu ≤ x ≤ y ≤ yu. In the rest of the paper, we
assume, without lose of generality, that the algorithm tracks a single
seed variable assigned at a single seed statement and omit the label
member of the tuple.

The join operator is the set union operator. The algorithm
starts with a seed statement and a dependency on the seed range
〈sd[x, y], sd[x, y], true〉 and computes the transitive dependency
of the seed. The analysis computes for each statement,st , a set of
field sensitive dependencies on the used ranges ofst . The prop-
agation of dependencies takes into account the source and target
statements and the type and label of the edge. Table 2 formalizes
the transfer functions. A data flow edge betweenst1 and st2 is
handled in two steps (Step 1 and 2 Table 2) as follows:

• Step 1 computes the dependence on the defined range (left-
hand side) of statementst1. At this step, assignments that
are “copy” statements are treated differently than computa-
tional statements, as the first preserve the data flow and the
second does not. Conditional statements do not change the

dependence. At this step we take into account cases where
the dependence is on a subpart of the used range and adjust
the dependence to the subpart of the defined range.

• Step 2 filters and adjusts the computed dependence from the
first step according to the edge by taking into account the la-
bel on the edge: A dependence〈v[x, y], seed[x′, y′], vd〉 is
filtered if there is no overlap between the dependent range
and the label on the edge. If it is not filtered, then the depen-
dent range is refined according to the label. In addition, if
the dependence processed is a data-flow one (vd is true), the
dependence range of the seed is refined as well.

Control edges do not have a label and therefore never filter depen-
dences. Because control edges always come from a condition ex-
pression, the analysis yields a computational dependencesfor each
used range in the target statement to reflect that the dependency is
not a data flow one.

The example in Fig. 2 shows the computed dependencies on the
variablesd assigned at statementl1. We now further explain the
key issues in the analysis.

Handling Data Edges on Data Dependences.The first step of han-
dling data edges is generating the dependence on the defined range
of the source statement. For example, the first step in the processing
of dependence〈ŝd, ŝd, true〉 on the edge labeled̂a.f1 form l2 to l4
treats statementl2 as an assignmenta[0, end(a)] := sd[0, end(sd)]

and generates the same dependence on the variablea, 〈â, ŝd, true〉.
The second step refines the dependence according to the label.
In this case the labelv[xl, yl] is a[0, 3] and the dependent range
v[x, y] is a[0, end(a)]. Because the dependence is a data flow one
(vd=true) and the meet betweena[0, end(a)] anda[0, 3] is not ∅
then the processing is according to the second case in Step 2 in
Table 2. The computation of the dependent range is evaluatedas
a[0, 3] ∩ a[0, end(a)] = a[0, 3]. The seed range is also refined

according tosd[xs, ys − (y − yl)] = sd[0, 3] = ŝd.f1. Thus, the

second step yields the dependence〈â.f1, ŝd.f1, true〉.
In cases where the defined range is a subrange of a variable, the

first step performs an adjustment of the dependent range. Forex-
ample, consider the processing of dependence〈t̂, ŝd.f1, true〉 on
the edge froml6 to l7. The statement inl6 is treated as an assign-
ment c[4, 7] := t[0, 3] and the processed dependence in explicit
range format is〈t[0, 3], sd[0, 3], true〉. According to the first case
in Step 1 in Table 2, the used rangeu[xu, yu] is t[0, 3], the de-
fined rangev[xd, yd] is c[4, 7], and the dependent ranget[x, y] is
t[0, 3]. The generated dependence is〈c[4, 7], sd[0, 3], true〉 which

is represented as〈ĉ.g2, ŝd.f1, true〉.

Handling Partial Kill. Consider transitionl2 to l4 which includes
the processing of two edges due to the destructive update inl3. For
each outgoing edge froml2 new dependences are computed forl4
as described above in the processing of data edges. The result is



Transfer Functions

Case New Dependence

Data
Edge

Step 1
st1 in the formv[xd, yd] = u[xu, yu] 〈v[xd + (x− xu), yd − (yu − y)], seed[xs, ys], vd〉

st1 in the formv[xd, yd] = exp(u1[x1, y1], ..., un[xn, yn]) 〈v[xd, yd], seed[xs, ys], false〉

Step 2

v[x, y] ∩ v[xl, yl] = ∅ ∅

v[x, y] ∩ v[xl, yl] 6= ∅ ∧ vd = true 〈v[x, y] ∩ v[xl, yl], seed[x′, y′], true〉 where

x′ =

{
xs x ≥ xl

xs + (xl − x) x < xl

y′ =

{
ys y ≤ yl

ys − (y − yl) y > yl

v[x, y] ∩ v[xl, yl] 6= ∅ ∧ vd = false 〈v[x, y] ∩ v[xl, yl], seed[xs, ys], vd〉

Control Edge {〈ui[xi, yi], seed[xs, ys], false〉|i = 1, .., n}

Table 2: Transfer functions of the ADAS algorithm for a dependenced = 〈t[x, y], seed[xs, ys], vd〉 for an edge betweenst1 and st2.
For data flow edge, we assume that the edge is labeledv[xl, yl], that v[xd, yd] is the defined range of statementst1, and that v[xu, yu]
is the used range in statementst2. Note that step 2 processes the (intermediate) dependence computed by the previous step and
specifically the handled dependency in onv[x, y]. Note that in the first case of step 1,xu ≤ x ≤ y ≤ yu always hold. Note that in this
case it holds thatyu − xu = yd − xd and thusyd − (yu − y) = xd + (x− xu) + (y− x). Also note that in the second case of step 2, if
v[x′′, y′′] = v[x, y]∩ v[xl, yl] then x′ = xs + x′′ − x and y′ = xs + (y′′ − x′′). For control flow edges, we assume that a set of ranges
u1[x1, y1], ..., un[xn, yn] are used in statementst2.

joined to a single set of dependences. Due to the labels on theedges
that represent the exact used range of a reaching definition,the fact
that a.f2 is partial killed is accommodates into the results of the
analysis without specific handling.

Filtering Unused Intervals.The processing of the edge froml4 to
l5 on the dependence〈â.f3, ŝd.f3, true〉 leads to a “dead end” as

the dependent range after the first step iŝb.f3 and the use label is
b̂.f1. Clearly, these two ranges are disjoint,̂b.f3 ∩ b̂.f1 = ∅ and
thus the second step filters out this dependence, according to the
first case in Step 2 in Table 2.

Handling Big L-value Assignments.The first step of processing
the edge froml6 to l7 yields a dependency on̂c.g2. This data enables
us to filter out the spurious dependency when processing the edge
from the Big L-value assignment atl7 to l8, despite the obvious
immediate dependency betweenl7 andl8.

Handling Computational Assignments.The assignment top in l9
is of a computational form. In this case, according to the second
case in Step 1, the whole defined range is computational dependent
on the seed, i.e., the generated dependence is withvd = false.
Additional propagation of this dependence are all computational
ones.

Handling non Value Dependences.Processing of the edge labeled
î.g1 betweenl10.2 andl11 is on a computational dependence. Step
1 yields a dependence on the whole variablei. However, according
to the third case in step 2, since the dependence is computational,
only the dependent range is refined according to the label, yielding
a dependency on̂i.g1.

7. INTERPROCEDURAL ANALYSIS
ADAS summarizes procedures as a dependence relation between

the values of the formal arguments at the entry to the procedure
(formals in) and the value of the return arguments at the procedure
exit (formals out). Global variables are treated as additional formal

arguments and return arguments. Thus the relation between formals
in and formals out computed for every procedure also accounts for
the procedure’s effect on global variables.

Informally, the interprocedural dependence analysis can be de-
scribed as a two phase process: The first phase summarizes every
procedure by computing a transitive dependence relation between
a procedure’s formals-in and formals-out. The second phasecom-
putes the field sensitive dependences across procedures using pro-
cedure’s summaries to account for the effect of procedure calls.
Recursive procedures are handled by repeating the two stepsuntil a
fixed point is reached.

Technically, our implementation is based on existing summary al-
gorithm [14]. The first step computes intra-procedural dependences
between formal-in to formal-out in the form

d = 〈[fout[x, y], fin[x
′
, y

′], st1, vd〉

wherest1 defines the variablefin. Given a dependence at a re-
turn statement, adependence statement, which are used to represent
procedures’ summaries,ds(d) is constructed as follows:

ds(d) =

{
fout[x, y] := fin[x

′, y′] if vd = true

fout[x, y] := exp(fin[x
′, y′]) if vd = false

The second step is an iterative process in which dependence state-
ments of callees are used at call sites to compute the dependence
statements of the caller. This is processed until no more dependence
statements are computed.

We note that a similar modification can be applied on a more
efficient summary algorithm [15], thus improving the running time
of the inter-proceduralfield sensitivedependences analysis. We
consider such a change as part of future work.

8. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents a case study in which we evaluatedADAS

in the context of an important software engineering application:



customization-change impact analysis for configuration manage-
ment ofERP systems. Our empirical study was performed by in-
tegratingADAS in PanayaIA[6], an industrial-strength analysis
tool for computing the impact of customization changes forERP
systems made bySAP [1], a leadingERP software vendor and
written in ABAP, a proprietary language developed bySAP since
the 1970s [16]. We begin by providing a short background regard-
ing analyzingERP systems, and then we describe our evaluation
methodology, and present our experimental evaluation ofADAS.

We note that whileADAS is evaluated in the context ofERP
systems, the algorithm itself is of generic nature and is of value for
analyzing any program which uses large aggregate structures. (See
Section 9).

8.1 Analyzing ERP Systems
An ERPsystem integrates information technology with core busi-

ness processes and is intended to manage all the informationneeds
and business procedures of an (often geographically scattered) or-
ganization. (See, e.g., [31]). AnERPsystem is typically comprised
of hundreds or thousands of programs. Each program represents a
business process (e.g., human resources, warehouse management,
project management, financials, client relation management, etc.),
and may contain over a million lines of code.

ERPsystems have become dominant in today’s world of business
applications. One of the key reasons for the popularity of ERP
systems in the world of business is their modular design: Every
business can add and customize modules to meet its particular needs.
On the flip side, the flexibility of ERP systems makes their analysis
a very challenging problem, as we discuss below.

Technically, the customization of an ERP system is done by stor-
ing configurationtables at the system’s database and reading the
configuration attributes at runtime into in-memory aggregates struc-
tures, which may be of significant size. (It is not unusual that a single
structure contains hundreds of fields). The aggregate structures stor-
ing the configuration attributes have an immense effect on the way
that the system operates. In practice, whenever a professional ERP
engineer wants to modify the system behavior, she updates a proper
configuration attribute in the system’s database.

A common programming practice inERP systems is to fetch
attributes pertaining to a whole structure from the database. These
attributes can affect the execution of multiple programs. It is the
task of the analysis to determine which of the fields are needed for
the currently analyzed program. Thus, an efficient and precise way
for handling large aggregate structure variables is required to obtain
a useful customization-changes impact analysis.

Due to the large code base of SAP and the sharing of libraries
between programs, we follow a modular approach. First, each
compilation-unit is analyzed separately without prior knowledge
about different invocation of the compilation unit and without taking
into account the code of external libraries invocations. Next, each
program is analyzed by inter-procedural analyses of the compilation
units that are part of this program. See [6] for more elaboration on
the implementation ofPanayaIA.

8.2 Evaluation Methodology
The experiments presented in this section are on a selected bench-

mark of 12 programs which vary in size, complexity, and associated
SAP components. Time is measured in minutes. Experiments per-
formed on a computer grid comprised of five Intel servers. Each
server has two Dual Intel Xeon 5355 processors and 16GB mem-
ory running Windows XP operating system (64-bit) with Java 5.0.
In our experiments we study the differences in the quality ofthe
results and the cost of the analysis of three transitive dependences

Program KLOC ATOM WS ADAS
# Pairs # Pairs FP # Pairs FP

SAPMF02B 3 4 5 25% 4 0%
SAPF110V 8 3 18 500% 3 0%
SAPMV10A 23 5 12 140% 5 0%
SAPMA01B 42 40 120 200% 40 0%
SAPMM07R 65 36 72 100% 36 0%
SDBILLDL 115 23 46 100% 22 -4%
SAPLAMDP 178 168 308 83% 175 4%
SAPMV60A 333 275 492 79% 273 -1%
SAPMV50A 212 374 697 86% 391 4%
SAPLAIST 211 138 264 91% 144 4%
SAPMF02D 226 837 1054 26% 837 0%
SAPMM06B 419 - 560 - 456 -

Average 129 173 281 62% 175 1%

Table 3: The number of customization (table, column) pairs
that impact the benchmark program and FP, the amount of false
positives. The number of lines of code (LOCs) is in thousands.
Negative percentages are due to implementation issues of the
PanayaIA tool, which are unrelated toADAS. (See Section 8.3).

algorithms: 1.ATOM : An algorithm based on the atomization ap-
proach, 2.WS: an algorithm based on the whole structure approach,
and 3.ADAS.

Note that all three algorithms compute the transitive inter-
procedural dependences over the System Dependence Graph (SDG)
using procedural summary dependences. We focus on two compar-
ison criteria : the accuracy of the dependences in terms of number
of false-positive (spurious dependences) and the scalability of the
analysis approach in terms of time and memory. The results ofthe
atomization approach (ATOM) served as the most precise results
and we compared the other two algorithms’ results to it.

8.3 Experimental Results
Table 3 compares the accuracy of the dependences for the three

algorithms. For each program the table contains the number of cus-
tomization (table, column) pairs that have an impact on the program
according to each algorithm. Column 2 lists the size of the program,
in thousands-of-lines of code. Column 3 contains theATOM algo-
rithm results which also serves as a reference for the other two
algorithms. Columns 4-5 contains the WS algorithm results and
the percentage of the false positives of the results compered to the
base results. The results of theADAS algorithm are specified in
columns 6-7.

For theWSalgorithm, the percentage of the false positives is rel-
atively high—an average of 62%, and a peak of 500% for a specific
program. For theADAS algorithm, there is low false positive per-
centage of only 1% on average. Theoretically,ADAS has the same
precision as theWS algorithm. Practically, there is a difference
in the precision because the implementation of thePanayaIAtool
uses some heuristics through the analysis that consider among other
things the size of the program, which is quite different between the
original program and the atomized program.4

Facing the high number ofERPprograms that need to be analyzed
and the significant size of the programs, the ability to scalethe
algorithms has been a key element in the success of the tool.

Table 4 lists a comparison of the three algorithms accordingto
the execution time of the analysis for each program. As before, the

4In some cases the atomized program has 4 times more statements
then the original program.



Program Atom WS ADAS
Time Time Imp. Time Imp.

SAPMF02B 0.59 0.57 -3% 0.76 30%
SAPF110V 1.43 2.24 56% 1.26 -12%
SAPMV10A 3.99 4.63 16% 3.23 -19%
SAPMA01B 11.20 12.68 13% 10.65 -5%
SAPMM07R 10.11 9.27 -8% 8.24 -18%
SDBILLDL 24.97 20.88 -16% 21.41 -14%
SAPLAMDP 40.86 30.79 -25% 35.81 -12%
SAPMV60A 359.31 99.23 -72% 125.25 -65%
SAPMV50A 43.42 32.53 -25% 31.56 -27%
SAPLAIST 59.13 41.39 -30% 51.08 -14%
SAPMF02D 123.00 56.64 -54% 96.71 -21%
SAPMM06B - 110.10 - 151.74 -

Average 61.64 28.26 -54% 35.09 -43%

Table 4: Elapsed time in minutes and the performance improve-
ment (Imp.). Negative percentages are due to implementation
issues of thePanayaIA tool, which are unrelated toADAS. (See
Section 8.3).

ATOM algorithm results serve as the base for the WS andADAS
algorithms. We can see that theWS algorithm has a large decrease
of the execution time of 54% on average with a peak of 72% on
a specific program. Interestingly,ADAS is not far behind with a
decrease of 43% on average with a peak of 65%. This is without
taking into consideration the time saved for the analysis done prior
to the actual computation of the transitive dependences (building
the CFG, constant propagation, etc). Although theWS algorithm
performs fewer actions on each step than theADAS algorithm (as
it does not need to calculate and compare field sensitive properties),
due to its over approximated nature, it performs more steps than
the ADAS algorithm. Overall, the improvements of bothADAS
andWSalgorithms in execution time is quite high, around the 50%.
Whereas theWSalgorithm includes a high portion of false-positives
62%, theADAS algorithm achieves this performance boost without
hurting the accuracy of the dependences computation.

Table 5 lists the memory usage of the three algorithms for each
benchmark program. As expected the less precise WS algorithm
(columns 3-4) has a 35% lower memory consumption than the base
result of theATOM algorithm (column 2). Columns 5-6 contains
the results of theADAS algorithm. We can see that theADAS
algorithm was able to decrease the memory consumption by 31%
on average.ADAS successfully analyzed the largest program with
a memory usage of 5.7GB while theATOM algorithm has failed to
analyze the program within the available heap size (15GB).

8.4 Evaluating a More Efficient Atomization
We also studied if a more efficient atomization algorithm in the

style of [26], which have shown great improvement for Cobol pro-
grams, can reduce the performance penalty of the ATOM algorithm
in our case of ERP programs. The main idea of the optimization
suggested in [26] is to perform the atomization only for those struc-
ture fields that actually used/refered in the program explicitly and
not according to the type information. Although, in worst case this
approach may result in full atomization, in some cases the atom-
ization can involve only a small portion of the structure fields. In
order to do so, a flow-insensitive algorithm is used to group structure
fields to equivalence classes. Two structure fields are in thesame
equivalence class if there is a direct or indirect assignment between

Prog ATOM WS ADAS
Mem Mem Imp. Mem Imp.

SAPMF02B 405 397 -2% 401 -1%
SAPF110V 414 397 -4% 401 -3%
SAPMV10A 644 494 -23% 522 -19%
SAPMA01B 1,284 867 -32% 985 -23%
SAPMM07R 1,399 1,069 -24% 998 -29%
SDBILLDL 2,524 1,574 -38% 1,747 -31%
SAPLAMDP 2,480 1,770 -29% 1,884 -24%
SAPMV60A 8,023 5,044 -37% 5,058 -37%
SAPMV50A 5,538 3,305 -40% 3,556 -36%
SAPLAIST 3,051 1,993 -35% 2,313 -24%
SAPMF02D 5,393 3,345 -38% 3,532 -35%
SAPMM06B - 4,831 - 5,755 -

Average 2,596 1,688 -35% 1,783 -31%

Table 5: The average memory usage (in MB) and the perfor-
mance improvement. Negative percentages are due to imple-
mentation issues of thePanayaIA tool, which are unrelated to
ADAS. (See Section 8.3).

them. These fields are considered from the same type (for typein-
ference) and are disassembled (for atomization) if at leastone of the
fields is explicitly used.

ForERPprograms, we determine that due to the algorithm’s flow-
insensitive nature and the vast use of large structure variables, the
resulting equivalence classes are large and the number of unused
structure fields is quite low, which induce atomization of large por-
tion of the structure fields (i.e the optimization unable to improve
performance): Table 6 contains the total number of structure fields
(column 2) and the number of unused structure fields (column 3)
and its ratio (column 4) for each program in our benchmark. We
can see that on average approximately 20% of the fields are unused,
i.e. the atomization needs to include most of the structure field
(over 80%). Therefore, we conclude that (in the context of our case
study) this approach does not provide a good optimization tothe
full atomization approach.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, we presentADAS, a static analysis algorithm which

conservatively computes transitive field-sensitive program depen-
dences. The algorithm provides a specialized efficient and precise
handling of programs with large aggregate structure variables, e.g.,
large-scaleERPprograms, by performing an interprocedural anal-
ysis over a novel form of representing reaching definitions using
ranges.

We provide a detailed comparison betweenADAS and the two
known approaches for this problem: thewhole structure(WS) ap-
proach and theatomization(ATOM ) approach. We show that, the-
oretically, our algorithm is more precise than theWS approach and
as precise as theATOM algorithm, the most-precise known solution
for this problem [17].

Practically, our empirical results show thatADAS has comparable
performance in time and memory of the (less precise)WSalgorithm
while providing the same quality of results as theATOM algorithm.
Indeed, usingADAS we successfully analyzed largeERPprograms
that we could not analyze with theATOM algorithm using the (rather
vast) computational resources that we have. In a way, we can say
thatADAS enjoys the benefits of both known approaches and does
not suffers from their weaknesses.



Program # Fields # Unused Fields % of unused

SAPMF02B 555 288 52%
SAPF110V 2,208 228 10%
SAPMV10A 9,029 1,024 11%
SAPMA01B 29,986 17,398 58%
SAPMM07R 22,600 4,491 20%
SDBILLDL 53,925 11,380 21%
SAPLAMDP 42,445 6,418 15%
SAPMV60A 69,399 16,711 24%
SAPMV50A 69,672 11,909 17%
SAPLAIST 59,936 21,151 35%
SAPMF02D 32,706 2,406 7%
SAPMM06B 82,490 11,355 14%

Average 39,579 8,730 22%

Table 6: Results of a study on the number and percentage of
unused structure fields.

ADAS helps solving an important software engineering prob-
lem: automatically inferring the impact of customization-changes
on ERP systems. It shows that it is possible to overcome a major
challenge for program analysis tools: providing a scalableand pre-
cise enough analysis for industrial large-scale systems. We attribute
the success ofADAS to the judicious choice of the abstract domain
which it employs. A choice which was guided by the characteris-
tic of the class of programs of interest and the opportunities for an
efficient implementation.

In this work, we concentrate on analyzing programs that manip-
ulate large aggregate structure variables, and provided anefficient
and precise solution for the problem of computing field-sensitive
program dependences for this class of programs. Further work can
explore the possibilities that lie in combining our approach with
dependence analyses that specialized in other programmingfea-
tures. Specifically, pointer manipulation of recursive data struc-
ture: A quite precise computation of immediate dependencesfor
programs manipulating pointers and recursive data structure is pre-
sented in [12]. Unfortunately, their approach may compute false
transitive dependences when facing Big L-value assignments (as-
signment operations that define the value of whole structures). We
hope that combining our techniques with theirs will allow toaccu-
rately compute transitive program dependences for pointerprograms
which use Big L-value assignments.

Another area that can be addressed is the computation of depen-
dences between array elements. We can think of an array as a large
structure variables where indices are used to name subcomponents
instead of fields. The challenging aspect of this extension is that
array-copy operations are not as easily detectable from thesyntax
of the program: Instead of using Big L-values operations to perform
a copy the contents aggregate structure locations, as commonly done
in structure-manipulating programs, array-copy operations are usu-
ally implemented using a loop. Thus, the analysis would needto
track the index, which we believe can be done by integrating tech-
niques developed for array-manipulating programs [9, 5].
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